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Company Overview
Mentor Capital, Inc. (MNTR) is a public operating company that invests in its larger pre-IPO
cannabis related acquisitions and fundings. Mentor takes a significant position in the various
members of our family of participating companies but leaves operating control in the hands of
the cannabis company founders. This allows cannabis founders to continue to lead and grow
their businesses with the funding, acquisition currency, and benefits of working within the
public environment. Investors also may find liquidity if they choose to exchange all or part of
their ownership for Mentor shares. Mentor has one legacy asset, its 51% owned facility
servicing subsidiary, Waste Consolidators, Inc., yet to divest, that accounts for over $3M in
Mentor revenue. Proceeds of a divestiture are earmarked for additional cannabis investment.
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Mentor Capital Reports 2nd Quarter 2019 10-Q
Aug 14 2019, 3:42 PM EDT

Mentor Capital Reports 1st Quarter 2019 10-Q
May 16 2019, 7:00 AM EDT
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Mentor Capital, Inc.
511 Fourteenth Street
Suites A-2, A-4, A-6
Ramona, CA 92065
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MNTR
OTCQX
4.17m
$0.18
$0.15 - $0.90
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Ramona, CA 92065
T: (760) 788-4700, extension 101
F: (760) 788-2525
Info@MentorCapital.com

Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including but not limited
to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports,
including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and its quarterly reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All
trademarks and brand name are the property of their respective companies.

